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Abstract--The present paper is devoted to the development of a system of partial differential equations 
for the purpose of generating fixed and adaptive numerical grids. The resulting equations are applicable 
to both two- and three-dimensional gridgeneration problems. Equations have also been presented for 
both the fixed and adaptive grids in curved surfaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of numerical grid generation for the purpose of solving partial differential equations 
of mathematical physics by numerical methods is of considerable current interest. The most 
pressing problem at present is to devise ways to incorporate the desired properties, e.g. grid 
smoothness, orthogonality, etc. in a grid generation scheme to minimize the truncation error as 
much as possible. In this regard, the application of the variational methods to obtain the generating 
system of equations eems to be the most logical step. Functionals which are based on the desired 
properties are then minimized to obtain the differential equations which, on solution, should 
provide the optimum solutions. 
Most of the theoretical development on grid generation is available in Thompson et al. [1]. 
The original contribution on the use of variational methods in grid generation is due to 
Brackbill and Saltzman [2] and Brackbill [3]. Later Thompson and Warsi [4] and, more recently, 
Giannakopoulos and Engel [5] have contributed to various other aspects of variational methods 
in grid generation. 
All of the variational formulations, with the exception of Ref. [5], have minimized the functionals 
which are invariably functions of the first partial derivatives of the Cartesian coordinates with 
respect o the curvilinear coordinates in such a way that functionals depend completely on the 
metric coefficients gu" This line of attack has been pursued in this paper in its most general form. 
In this paper we have also briefly considered the application of variational methods in obtaining 
the surface grid generation equations. 
2. FORMULATION OF GRID FUNCTIONALS 
The calculus of variations provides a mathematical framework whereby a weighted measure 
of the accumulation of some grid property, Q, can be minimized. Let w be a suitable weight 
function. The integral measure of the property Q can then be stated either as a measure over 
the grid points, 
I = fwQ d~, (la) 
3 
or as a measure over the grid cells, 
r 
I = JwQ dx, (lb) 
where d~ is the volume element in the logical or the computational domain while dx is the 
volume element in the physical domain. 
In formulating the variational problem there are basically three decision points. First, if the 
integration is taken over the logical space as in equation (la) then the integral represents a 
summation over the grid points, with all points being treated equally. If the integration is taken 
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over the physical space as in equation (lb) then the integral represents a summation over the cell 
volumes in the physical space so that the larger cells are more influential than the smaller cells. 
The second point concerns the weight function. If the weight function is an explicit function of 
= (~'),t then the weight is associated with the grid points. On the other hand, if the weight 
function is an explicit function of x = (x,), then the weight is associated with location in the physical 
space. In most applications the weight function w will be based on some solution gradient, and 
hence will be naturally taken as an explicit function of position in the physical space, x. The third 
point is in regard to the choice of the form of the property Q. This choice depends, of course, on 
what is expected from the grid. Among the grid properties that might be considered some are the 
following. (Refer to Ref. [1] for details). 
2.1. Integration over 
(1) Square of cell volume 
Q = det(gu) = g. 
(2) Inverse cell volume 
e = 1/w/g. 
(3) Sum squares of cell edge lengths 
Q = ~ gi~" 
i 
(4) Cell area squared/volume 
Q = l_~ ~i (g~gkk -- g2), (i,j, k) cyclic. 
(5) Cell skewness based on edge tangents 
Q=~g2 k, ( i , j ,k)cycl ic. 
i 
(6) Cell skewness based on face normals 
Q = ~ (gugik -- giigjk) 2, (i,j, k) cyclic. (2) 
i 
2.2. Integration over x 
(1) Q =,~.  
(2) Q = 1/g. 
(3) Q = x/g ~ (g~gkk _ (gjk)2), (i,j, k) cyclic. 
i 
(4) Q = ~ g". 
i 
(5) Q __ g3/2 ~ (gjk)2, (i,j, k) cyclic. 
i 
(6) Q = g3/2 ~, (gUgjk _ g,gik)2, (i,j, k) cyclic. (3) 
i 
Similar representations of other grid properties can also be considered. 
A grid generation system which involves competitive mphasis on various grid properties can 
be constructed by casting the integral to be minimized as a weighted average of several of the above 
integrals, each of which represents an accumulation of different grid properties. Since the various 
grid properties do not all have the same dimensions, it is necessary to scale the various integrals 
involved. 
t in this paper, general curvilinear coordinates are denoted as ~ while the rectangular Cartesian coordinates are denoted 
as x,. 
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3. EULER-LAGRANGE EQUATIONS 
We now consider a general function F = (Q w) which, besides depending on the Cartesian and 
curvilinear coordinates, depends also on specified grid properties. The grid properties are usually 
functions of the first partial derivatives of the Cartesian coordinates with respect to the curvilinear 
coordinates or vice versa. Thus, we take 
or  
F = F(x,.j, x,, ~') (4a) 
F = F(~ir, x,, ~'), (4b) 
where in the above equations, and also in the subsequent analysis, we have used the notation 
Ox, OU 
Xr.j= 
Thus, a comma preceding an index denotes the partial derivative of a Cartesian coordinate x,with 
respect o a curvilinear coordinate ~J, while a semi-colon denotes the partial derivative of a 
curvilinear coordinate ~i with respect o a Cartesian coordinate x,. In the same fashion 
O2X r 02~ i 
Xrdk=o~JO~k' ~ir3 Ojl~rOX$ 
are the second derivatives. 
The next step is to form the functional I by using the function F defined in equation (4a) and 
integrating over the grid points, thus having 
I = fF  de. 
The derivation of the Euler-Lagrange equations, and hence the grid generation system, isstraight 
forward. Forming the variation 61 and setting 51 = 0 for a minimum, one is led to the 
Euler-Lagrange equations 
~ 0 OF OF 
0-~ = = J~x~.j cqxi 0, i 1,2,3. (5) 
In the same manner, if the integration is performed over the physical space, then the functional 
is 
I = fF  dx, 
and the function F is as defined in equation (4b). In this case, the Euler-Lagrange equations 
are  
0 OF 0F 
~OxjO~fj 0~ '=0 '  i=1,2 ,3 .  (6) 
The functions defined in equations (4a) and (4b) are general grid-property statements. However, 
there are a number of important situations, as exemplified by the options stated in equations (2) 
and (3), when it is possible to combine all the first partial derivatives to form the metric oefficients. 
In such cases we can write 
F = F(g U, w,,) (7a) 
or  
F = F(g iy, Wrs), (7b) 
where gu and gU are the covariant and the contravariant components of the metric tensor 4, and 
Wr, are the components of a multi-component weight function ft. 
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Case I 
We first consider the variational problem in the logical space in which the variational integral 
is assumed to depend on xhj, ~, x~. Thus 
I = fF (g  o, w,,) d,Y,. 
l 
The Euler-Lagrange equations are then equation (5). Using the chain rule of partial differentiation, 
we have 
OF= V V OF Og,,~, 
Ox u ~ ~ Og~ Oxij " 
Using equation (A.3) and writing 
we obtain 
OF OF 
Ajk = s-s--_ + Ogkj 'Vgjk 
OF 
Oxi.j ~k Ajk xi,k, 
where note that the symmetric elements of the metric tensor, i.e. gu = gJ~, are to be left as distinct 
elements until after the differentiation has been performed. It may be noted that in general Ajk are 
functions both of go and w,,. Now two distinct subcases arise depending on whether the weight 
function • is a function of ~ or of x. Using the chain rule and the above noted formulae together 
with equation (A.4), we obtain the following differential equations for the two subcases. 
6) ~' = ~g) .  
(8) 
where i = 1, 2, 3. 
(ii) ~ = ~(x). In this case 
and 
Thus, the differential equations are 
OF OF dw,~ 
0 -;=Zr 0x, 
OWrs ~ OWr s 
j k • ~70W,.~ OXp XpjX~,k 
- -  "J[" - -  Xp,mjXp,nXi.k -- 2,~ 
~Ogmn Ognm) • ~s O~rs OXi 
where i = 1, 2, 3. 
- - - -  = 0 ,  (9 )  
Case H 
We next consider the variational problem in the physical space in which the variational integral 
is assumed to depend on ~ik, ~i, Xr. Thus 
I = f F(g U, w,,) dx. 
J 
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The Euler-Lagrange equations are then equations (6). Using the chain rule of partial differentia- 
tion, we have 
• ~.~." 
Using equations (A.5) and writing 
we obtain 
OF OF 
Aik = O-'~ 4 Og,i, 
OF 
The two subcases of Case II and the corresponding differential equations are as follows. 
(i) ~ = k(x). Again, since A~, are functions both of gU and w,~, equations (6) on using equation 
(A.6) yields 
E Ai, V2¢ * = S,, (10) 
k 
where i = 1, 2, 3 and 
~ \0-~m, ~x~ ~;*~+ Og"--__gS,o¢, " (l la) 
If • is simply a scalar w, then 
0g"" 
(ii) ~ = ~(~). The differential equations in this case are again equations (10) but with S~ is defined 
as 
Si=Er Es OFOWrs 
Owr, OU 
If ff is simply a scalar w, then 
, ~ \Ow.  o¢ s + ~g~ T6/g  " 
OF Ow ~ ~ OAik cqw st ~ OAa* Og""g~, 
s'=owO¢' Ow U g - LEZE0g"m . s 0¢ ~ ' 
It must be noted that in the above equations 
gSk Z s k = ~;j ~;j 
J 
and 
(12a) 
(12b) 
v2¢,= y~ ¢,~ 
Y 
is the Laplacian of the curvilinear coordinate ¢*. 
We now solve equation (10) for the Laplacians, and have 
1 3 
We* = d-~-~ j~, CJ*Sj, (13) 
where .4 = (A~,) and C J* is the cofactor (signed minor) of the element Aj, in the determinant of
the matrix A. Further, the source term Sj can be taken either in the form of equations (! 1) or 
(12). 
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4. ELLIPTIC GRID GENERATION SYSTEM 
As has been explained and derived in Ref. [1], the elliptic grid generation system of equations 
in the transformed or the logical domain is obtained from 
~ gJkxi.jk + ~ (V2~ k)Xi.k = O, (14) 
j k k 
where i = 1, 2, 3. According to the analysis given in Ref. [1] and in the other publications, e.g. Ref. 
[6], the Laplacian V2~ k can, in general, be represented as
g Prs  (15a)  
r $ 
or, simply as 
V2~ k = g~kpk ' (15b) 
where p k and Pk are the user specified control functions. On using equation (15b) in equation (14), 
the deterministic generating system is given as 
~ gJkx,.jk + ~" gkkpkX,, k = 0, (16) 
j k k 
where i = 1, 2, 3. 
The choice of the control functions Pk in equation (16) is actually dictated by the physical 
problem for which the grids are to be generated. The case Pk = 0 gives rise to the inverted form 
of the Laplace equations for the coordinates. The utility of the variational formulation for the grid 
generation can now readily be perceived by using equation (13) in equation (15b). Thus, according 
to the variational principles, the control function Pk is given by 
1 3 
Pk = kk ~ ~ CJkSj. (17) 
g det(A)j=t 
Equation (17) provides the control functions as soon as the integrand F in the variational integral 
I has been specified. The three important properties which are usually sought for in a numerically 
generated coordinate system are (i) smoothness, (ii) orthogonality and (iii) weighted volume or 
area. Denoting the corresponding variational intergals as I,, Io, and Iv respectively, an optimum 
I according to Ref. [2] is 
I = I~ + 2olo + 2 jv ,  (18) 
where 20 and 2v are non-negative parameters. The differential equations obtained by applying the 
variational principle on the linear combination given in equation (18) is expected to provide an 
optimum coordinate system. 
Below we consider each of these properties eparately. 
4.1. Smoothness 
A generalized smoothness condition for the grids is obtained by taking the integrand F of the 
variational integral as 
where the functions win, are supposed to 
of Aik, we get 
A~, 
c3 A ik 
c3g'" 
OAik 
OWm n 
OF 
Ow,r 
F = ~ ~, w,,.g"", (19) 
m n 
be given or available. Using equation (19) in the definition 
= w,k + Wkj, (20a) 
= 0, (20b)  
- -  = t~ im (~ kn -~- (~ km (~ in, (20c) 
= ~ ~ 6,,,p6,,rg"" = g p'. (20d) 
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Substituting equations (20a)-(20d) in equation (12a), we get 
Thus, by appropriately specifying w,, which are at least once partially differentiable, one can obtain 
the smoothest grid under the given conditions. Noting that 
det(A) = 2 det(~), 
cofactor of Ajk = 2 cofactor of wjk 
or  
C jk = 2c jk, 
and using the above relation, equation (13), becomes 
Two particular cases are of importance here and are stated as 
Wren ~ ~rnn 
and 
Wren ~ W~ 
for all m and n. 
For the first case Si = 0 for all values of i. The corresponding variational integral is then 
z = dx  
=f lgrad¢l dx, dx:dx,, 
which is the well-known Dirichlet integral in the theory of variational methods. From equation 
(13) we have 
W~* = 0 
and thus from equation (14) the grid generation equations are the Winslow's equations [7]. 
In the second case 
F=wEZg' "  
m n 
and the source term, from equation (21), is simply 
S; = ~, ~ (~-  2 ~-;)gOW\ ,,.
4.2. Orthogonality 
A generalized orthogonality condition for the coordinate curves is obtained by taking the 
integrand F of the variational integral as 
F = ~gY*g*J; (i,j, k) cyclic.t (23) 
i 
Using equation (23) in the definition of A u, we get 
,4o = 2g ' Jd  - 
fAnother measure, called the volume weighted orthogonality, is obtained by taking 
F = g3a ~g~*gkJ; ( i , j ,k ) cyclic. 
i 
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OAij = 26~,,6j,(1 -- 6u), 
Og "~ 
OA u OF 
Ow~ = O, ~W-~w,= O. 
Using the above formulations in equation (12a) we get 
S, = - 2 ~. ~" (1 - 6ik) ~ g,k, (24) 
k s 
where the derivative Ogik/O¢" has been given in equation (A.8). 
4.3. Weighted volume 
In this case 
Using the formula 
we have 
and 
r=w  
Og = _g~ cofactor of g'J, 
@o 
Aik = --½wg 3/2 [cofactor (gJk) + cofactor (gki)] 
OAik = _½g3/2 [cofactor (gik) + cofactor (gk,)]. 
Ow 
Using equation (A.9) the derivatives OA~k/Og '~ can be calculated. Finally, using equation (A.8) 
the source term given in equation (12b) can be computed. 
5. OTHER CONSEQUENCES OF THE VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE 
Beside the elliptic grid generation formulation as based on the Poisson equations as grid 
generators and discussed in Section 4, other sets of second-order PDEs can also be formulated 
based on the analysis of Section 3. The resulting equations are an extension of the equations due 
to Brackbill and Saltzman [2]. 
The starting point of the analysis is the consideration of the variational integral in the logical 
domain for which the Euler-Lagrange quations is equation (5). Considering F to be a function 
of gu and w,,, the corresponding equations are equations (8) and (9). Cases of smoothness, 
orthogonality and weighted volume, similar to the one discussed in Section 4 can be considered 
by taking the appropriate forms of F. Thus, 
or  
(i) Smoothness: 
(ii) Orthogonality : 
' Z wo. . = 
F = g - ' / '  E g. .g . .  
ra n 
m 
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(iiO Weighted volume: 
F = wg.  (25) 
On using the desired form of F, either equations (8) or (9) can be written as a system of coupled 
equations in the following form: 
2~B~kx" i J+~ j  . ~ Oxj (26) 
where k = 1, 2, 3. 
6. VARIATIONAL METHODS FOR SURFACE GRIDS 
The variational principles for grid generation as developed in the preceding sections are 
applicable to domains in two- or three-dimensional Euclidean spaces. Curved surfaces embedded 
in the Euclidean three-space are Riemannian two-spaces and therefore, the model equations for 
grid generation i surfaces must reflect either explicitly or implicitly the intrinsic geometry of the 
surfaces. The developed equations hould also have the added property that when the surface 
degenerates into a plan then the grid generation equations must reduce to those which are 
applicable to domains in Euclidean two-space. A differential equation model satisfying these 
properties has been developed by Warsi (e.g. Ref. [8]). It will be shown here that by using this model 
and the variational principle another model having the requisite properties noted above can be 
obtained. 
Application of variational principles to obtain the surface grid generation equations has recently 
been initiated by Saltzman [9] and Warsi [6]. In Saltzman's procedure, the surface is first 
parametrized, preferably by orthogonal parameters, and then the variational integrals are formed 
for smoothness, orthogonality and volume weight in exactly the same manner as in the Euclidean 
two-space [3]. The resulting differential equations from the Euler-Lagrange equations contain a 
large number of terms and it becomes very difficult o identify those terms which have any bearing 
on the geometrical properties Of the surface. 
In developing the surface grid generation equations by using the variational principles we shall 
follow the analysis given in Ref. [6]. First of all consider the variational integral 
I = fx/~3dpw d~ I d~ 2, (27) 
where we have taken the surface to be defined by ~3= constant. In equation (27) 
G3 = gHg22 - (gl2) 2, 
4) is a function only of the first partial derivatives x .... and w is a function of the Cartesian 
coordinates x,. Further, we adopt the conventin that the Greek indices take only two values (i.e. 
l, 2) while the Latin indices take the values l, 2, 3. Applying the variational principle to equation 
(27), the Euler-Lagrange equations are 
0(x/~3~bw) 
~x, = 0, (28) ( ' /-63+w) - o¢, Ox,.  
where r = 1, 2, 3. 
From Ref. [8], the surface grid generation equations are 
where 
I x ,  = X,R, (29) 
z = G3 g "# + ~ (As ~') ; 
A 2~== Beltramian of the curvilinear coordinate ~=; 
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Xr = components of the unit normal vector on the surface 33 = const, r = 1, 2, 3; 
R = (k I + k.)G3; 
k~, k.  = principal curvatures of the surface at a point. 
Equation (29) forms a deterministic system of equations when A:~ ~ (ct = 1, 2) have been prescribed. 
Now returning to equation (28), we first note that by using the Weingarten's equations [9, 10], 
we can write 
--~G-2~ d ( 1 dG3~ (30a) 
Lx, = C-63 ax,,;../ 
and thus from equation (29) 
Lx, = XrR. (30b) 
We now open the differentiations in equation (28) and on using equation (30b), we get equations 
1 v{°G  oG ] 
aw aG3  _G, ox, w,l (31) 
where r = 1, 2, 3. 
By specifying the form of ~b, a set of second-order partial differential equations of the following 
form can be obtained, 
~. E E A,,rx,.,# = X,R G3 ew (32) 
where r = l, 2, 3. The coefficients A ~#r are functions of the metric coefficients and of their first 
partial derivatives. Equation (31) can be written in the form of equation (32) by taking 
= g~l + g2: (smoothness), 
th = g 12 (orthogonality), 
q5 = x/~3 (weighted volume). 
The case ~b = w = 1 gives rise to X~ R = 0 or Lxr = 0, which are the equations of a minimal surface. 
By specifying the Beltramians the coordinates in a minimal surface can be introduced. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
A set of partial differential equations based on the variational principles of grid smoothness, 
orthogonality, and weighted volume have been derived for use in the problems of numerical grid 
generation. The resulting equations can be used to generate grids in either two- or three-dimen- 
sional Euclidean domains, or in two-dimensional non-Euclidean curved domains. These equations 
can either be solved to generate fixed grids or can be coupled with the solution of a physical problem 
to generate adaptive grids. 
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APPENDIX  
The covariant and the contravariant components of the metric tensor, respectively, are 
gmn= ~ xp~xp.n, (A.I) 
p 
g"n = ~ ¢~¢5, (A.2) 
p 
where the summation is to be extended to the index p from 1 to 2 or 1 to 3 as the case may be. 
In equations (A.I) and (A.2) 
= = 
where ~m and x~ (m = 1, 2 or m = 1, 2, 3) are the curvilinear and the rectangular Cartesian coordinates, respectively. 
Differentiating equation (A.1) with respect to x,. t, using the Kronecker symbol 6j and the chain rule of partial 
differentiation, we get 
'"" = Xr,,6 ~ + X,.,,, 6~. (A.3) 
Xr.i 
The partial derivative of equation (A.1) with respect o the curvilinear coordinate ~' is obviously 
tggm,, -- = ~ (Xp.msX,.n + xp.,,,Xp.,~). (A.4) 
Following the same procedure, the differentiation of equation (A.2) yields 
c3 g r,'n 
O~it - :k i + ~:k6~, (A.5)  
t3g""=S't:" :" +:":" ~ (A.6) 
~X r ~ ~;pr~:p  ~;p~;pr/"  
Further  
g = det(gu), 
and using the chain rule along with equation (A.4), we get 
.---- (xp ,,~ xpz + xp ,.xp ~). (A.7) 
p m n ~3g,,~, ' ' ' 
The contravariant components of the metric tensor, gq, are related with the covariant components, g~, as 
gq = (gm~g,, -- g,,~g,,)/g, 
where (i, m, r) and (/, n, s) are in the cyclic permutations of (l, 2, 3). Thus 
~gij 1 (tgg,,~ ~g,s Og,,u ag~r ~ 1 dg ,  
From the determinant det(g~), we see that cofactor (gO = g~,'gba__g~dgb~, where (i, a, b) and (j, c, d) are to be taken in 
the cyclic permutation of (1, 2, 3). Thus 
- -  cofactor (gO) = 6~,6~qgba + gbpgdqgaC __ 6ap6dqgbc __ 6bp~cqgad. (A.9) dg pq 
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